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phelps may not be.. accountable.
but his psychiatrists are

•

~e _jury decisi?n o~ Coy Ray Phelps disturbed many of us.
But It ~s not the frrst hme we h~ve b~en disturbed by society's
fumblmg attempts to reconcile cnme with mental illness .
·
Maybe you can think of a better way.
· Phelp~, you will recall, during Rosh Hashanah last year
. placed hve b~mbs aro.und some buildings, several Jewish and
-m~ non-Jewis~, all m San Francisco. The jury found him
~~~ of the crrmes, but not guilty only by reason of insanIty. That means he is guilty, but not accountable.
- J:wis~ law is replete with s_uch gradations of accountability.
An:or?mg to the Talmud, If a man kills another man b
. throwmg a ~ock at him with the intent to kill, he can be put t~
death. But If he kills another man by carelessly throwing a
~ock at a ro~d where people are walking, he can only be banJSh.ed. And ~he throws a rock at a seemingly emptv road and
~t t~e last mmute someone sticks his head out of i ditch and
. IS kille~ ~~ the rock, then the rock-thrower is free of guilt.
~~~CIViliZed legal codes have picked up those kinds of dis. tinct~ons. In the English tradition, "criminal intent" hel s deten;nme ~?'t:nt of acc~untability. And if you are deemedto be
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unable to have criminal intent, then you are
'not a criminaL Thus, in modern law, if a
.four-year-old child delibe'rately picks_ up a
.gun and shoots someone dead, he IS not
considered a criminal.
A variation of the same principle is called
"compulsive crime." If you are physically
forced to pull the trigger of a gun and
thereby kill someone, you are not accountable. Modern definitions of criminal insanityshift uneasily between com~ul~ive _crime
' 'anc.i the four-year-old child who is incapable of crunmal mtent
because he doesn't know any better.
.
The venerable McNaghten Rule of English Law just asked
: ·whether a perpetrator knew the difference between right and
wrong. In more recent years, we have moved to a variety of
.~--more imaginative criteria, such as whether the perpetrator
had an "irresistible impulse," or even whether he had a "diminished mental capacity.''
It is obviously not a scientific enterprise. "Insanity" is not a
psychiatric word. More often than not, two differept psychiatrists will have two different judgments on a given case. So,
despite all the .fancy language, it comes down to 12 laymen
trying to agree on whether the perpetrator seems "out of his
. mind." In the fhelps case, the jury decided that he was, and
;. therefore not accountable. Incidentally, when Phelps applied~
for membership in a neo-Nazi group several years ago, the
Nazjs turned him down on grounds that he was "too crazy."
The issue is not whether society has taken Phelps' bombing
too lightly. Mayor Dianne Feinstein moved quickly a few
years ago when all the organizations and congregations of the
JCRC asked for the establishment of a special police detail to
handle this sort of thing effectively. Thus, when Phelps
struck, Inspector Tom Dickson, with the resources of the department and the FBI behind him, was able to move fast. Im- •
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,portant inf~m\ation also was pro-·
vided by the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith. Pheii?S was
arrested, and the U.5. Attorney's office gave the case high priority. Even
the jury wasted no time in finding
Phelps guilty of the crimes.
So the issue is not whether society
took Phelps' actions too lightly. It
did not. The issue may not even be
primarily one of encouraging copy
cats by "setting lax standards." Nobody wants to be tagged "insane,"
especially those who are.
No, the main issue now is protection, protection against Phelps, who
has been a very dangerous man.
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Here we join with the large majority'
of citizenry who are concerned about ·
the too-early release of some violent
people from psychiatric institutions.
The records are full of violent crimes
committed by repeaters who had
just been released.
A new but untested federal law requires people like Phelps to provide
their psychiatrists "clear and convincing e\'idence" that they· are no
longer a danger before release. But·
that would seem even more reason
for erring on the side of cautjon. Per- .
haps the law should require all psy.a
chiatric commitments for violent
crime to stipulate that the perpetrator not be released for a year after the
psychiatrists declare him no longer a·
danger. That would provide a cushion for continuing evaluation.

tI

And perhaps some representatives of the concerned public - or
even the kind of citizens' jury which
made the psychiatric judgment in
the first place - should have -~ .
· chance to argue with the psychiatrists before a committer of violent
acts is released. This community i>:t-.
tends to pursue that possibility.
.
Earl Raab is executive director of the
Jewish Community Relations Council
of San Francisco, the Peninsula, Marin
and Sonoma.
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